
HbbTV in Russia



146 M population *
56 M households *
11 time zones
€ 2 Bl TV advertising market **

30 M Smart TVs / 95% connected
18 M free air TV households ***
43 М pay TV subscribers ****

Key figures

3,2 M devices connected to HbbTV services 
* Rosstat 2020    ** AKAR    *** Expert opinion    **** J’Son and Partners 2020

Pay TV subscribers distribution***

Satellite 16M       - 1 % y/y
Cable analog 11М - 4 % y/y
Cable digital 6M       + 2 % y/y
IPTV 10M       + 13% y/y

OTT TV 6M      + 187% y/y 



Interactive & Addressable tech  

3,2 M HbbTV devices
8 M IPTV STBs
10 M OTT TV users
receive Advanced TV 
services provided by 
Teletarget platform

9 national TV networks 
provide HbbTV services
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HbbTV spec



Applications. Channel 1
Upper menu provides switching between the weather service and TV Guide with catch up.
Service uses IP address to define the region and displays corresponding weather forecast with its own 
navigation.



Applications. NTV News
While watching TV it is possible to scroll news feed and apply filters according to the interests of the 
viewer



Editorial interactive content

Case «The Voice!»
At a certain time, an informer appears on the TV screen with a call to press the red button or «OK» button and make a forecast. Navigation through the interactive 
elements takes place with the help of a television remote control. The choice of viewers is taken into account in the plot of the programs.

The TV channel involves and keeps TV viewers engaged by means of interactive entertainment and 
informational content



Interactive advertising

Case Renault
During the broadcast of the sponsored video, an interactive “informer” appeared in the lower right corner, offering to press the red button on the TV remote 
and get more information about the advertised product. When the button was clicked, the information field was opened describing the new model of 
Renault. A viewer is offered to enter his contacts in order to register to the test drive.

TV channel sells interactive "overlay" displayed over the advertising or the sponsor's video



Outstanding results!
The outcome exceeded all expectations

770 000

6 000 000

12.66%

5 000

35%
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TEST DRIVE CONVERSIONS

SALES



Interactive addressable ads
At the moment of turning on the TV, the system of algorithms determines the characteristics of the viewers and places an 
advertising message if the characteristics coincide with the target audience of the advertiser



3D Advertising

1. Teaser interactive banner on TV

SCAN !!!

2. Interactive page on TV 3. 3D landing 4. Application form

While watching TV, an interactive advertising banner appears over the main broadcast, offering to press the 
"red button" on the TV remote control and receive a special offer. When you press the button on the TV 
screen, an interactive page opens with a proposal to scan the QR code and see a virtual 3D model of the new 
Skoda Octavia. 

https://storage.googleapis.com/support-kms-prod/zglIRvay7uZ02NvL4BHcFeqWAGcAjG9HsUM9


Contextual TV ads
A system of computer vision algorithms analyzes TV broadcasts and recognizes images of specified categories in the stream. 
The system records the airtime of the right moments and places the corresponding advertising message exactly at the right 
time



Planning and Placing

The client’s dashboard displays detailed 
advertising campaign statistics sorted by 
channels and regions

• Reach
• Impressions
• Frequency
• Conversions and rates
• Actions
• Social demographics



Reporting

KPI
* Views
* Reach
* Conversions
* CTR
* Unique CTR
* Actions (checkout, mobile phone)

Filters
* Time
* Delivery (DVB, OTT, IPTV)
* Channel



CTR optimization
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During the test period, the characteristics (attributes) of 
households that show the greatest interest in the advertising 
message are determined

The main ad campaign targets households with the 
characteristics of those interested in the ad. The system 
continues to self-learn during the campaign

* CTR TA 2 – 3,2%

* CTR TA 5 – 3,6%



Addressable TV technologies

Trading Desk:
Seller tool for managing sales, price and placement of advertising 
campaigns

SSP, Supply Side Platform:
SSP aggregates the available inventory of TV channels in HbbTV and 
on TV set-top boxes of operators and delivers commercials to the 
client device

DMP, Data Management Platform:
DMP manages household characteristics (attributes) and forms 
segments of targeted audiences.

One Platform, all ways of delivery: DVB-T/S/C, IPTV, OTT TV



Advanced TV statistics

Real-time TV viewing data from millions of Smart TVs allows you to analyze the performance of media 
content using special metrics: bounce rate, return to channel, average TV viewing time, average session 
time, and other useful indicators



Advanced Television:
Interactive & Addressable
In IPTV, DVB-T/S/C, OTT TV

All on one platform

dkabakchi@teletarget.ru
+7 (903) 728 2273


